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Keira finished these tasks and then pushed Mary's small cart forward. 

Ellis was stunned. "Keera, where are you taking Mary?" 

Keira just waved her hand, "To get an amniocentesis." 

Ellis frowned. "Even if we really need to do a DNA test, amniocentesis isn't necessary; 
after the abortion, the embryo will come out..." 

His words made Mary's eyes redder, and she turned her head to the side. 

Keira frowned at him. 

She didn't know what to say for a moment... 

Scold Ellis for being a bastard? 

But he had already gone through three tests to confirm his azoospermia; such 
humiliation wasn't something an ordinary person could accept. 

Yet the hurt he inflicted on Mary was real... 

Keira sighed, glanced at Mary, and said, "We can't wait." 
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It would take at least two or three hours for the abortion pill to take effect... 

That made Ellis frown even more. 

Mr. and Mrs. Olsen couldn't help but step forward and look at Keira. "Keera, don't make 
a fuss. Can we just let this go? Even for the reputation of the Olsen family and the Davis 
family, and for the cooperation between the two families..." 



"With things unclear as they are now, do you think the reputations of the two families 
are being preserved?" 

Keira looked at them. "Turn around and look how many reporters are watching you. 
What will they say about you if we don't do this? 

"But they don't have evidence, and if we do it..." Wayne started, frowning. 

Keira looked at him. "So what if we do it?" 

Wayne tensed his chin, not daring to say anything harsh to Keira, and instead turned to 
Mary. "Mary! Enough is enough!" 

Keira didn't give Mary the time to deal with him and simply continued pushing Mary 
toward the area for 
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amniocentesis. 

As she walked, she glanced at Ellis. "Ellis, you will regret this." 

Then she marched forward. 

Ellis stood there stunned, watching them go. 

For some reason, a sense of panic suddenly rose from the bottom of his heart. 

The three test results had all confirmed azoospermia, which was a massive blow to him, 
and he lost all confidence. Plus, Mary's reputation was indeed not good before, so he 
was convinced that the child wasn't his. 

But just now, Keira's gaze, along with Mary's resolute expression, made him tense his 
jaw and follow them. 

A crowd, including the reporters, followed behind Keira. 

Those interested in the affair were discussing it animatedly. 

Inside Jackson's hospital ward. 

Austin saw the latest situation and snorted. "How 
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ridiculous! What's this Keera up to? Other families would do anything to cover up such a 
scandal. Why does she have to confirm it?" 

Jackson's face was somber as well. "Maybe she's hoping for a stroke of luck? What if 
the child turns out to be Ellis's?" 

Austin curled his lips. "How could it be? He's been diagnosed with azoospermia!" 

Jackson stared at the live broadcast. "Keera is as foolish as ever! Mary may have 
insisted on the test to find herself a way out. So many people can see it and are trying 
to dissuade her, only Keera takes it seriously. Now, Mary must be cursing in her head! 
Austin, we're in for quite a show this time!" 

Austin shook his leg but suddenly felt it was pointless. "If only there were nationwide 
DNA testing, that way we could find my sister!" 

Meanwhile. 

In a dim room, a slender hand held a wine glass, gently swirling it. 

The woman crossed her legs, her eyes fixed on the news on the screen her lins slowly 
curling into a 
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smile. 

She downed the wine in one gulp and then spoke in a calm voice. 

"This Keera is quite interesting." 

No matter how the outside world reacted, Keira took Mary to perform an amniocentesis 
and extracted the child's DNA sample. 

She was preparing to send both Ellis's sample and the child's DNA sample to the testing 
agency. 

Mary's face was pale, and she leaned on Keira for support, insisting on going with her. 



Upon seeing this, Ellis couldn't help but say, "Mary, if you insist on being willful, at least 
be careful with your health... Can we do this tomorrow? You are now..." 

"What's wrong with me now?" 

Mary leaned weakly on Keira, staring fixedly at Ellis. "It's all thanks to you!" 

Ellis was momentarily speechless. 

Yet Mary looked toward Keira. "Keera, take me there 
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now. I must have a result!" 

Keira nodded, supporting Mary as they slowly made their Mary's hand was on her 
abdomen, and from behind, she looked frail and thin. 

way outside. 

She didn't ride in Ellis's car this time but got into Keira's car instead. 

The car moved slowly, carrying members of both the Olsen and Davis families, as well 
as a large group of reporters, to the testing agency center. 

After handing over the two samples, Keira sat down with Mary. 

The results would take half an hour to come out. 

Ellis watched Mary from a distance with his fists clenched tightly. 

She was clearly in pain. She was bending over and holding her m abdomen, but still, 
she insisted on sitting there with her gaze fixed on the exit from where the test results 
would emerge. 

It seemed as though she had to hear that result today. 
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Ellis took a deep breath. 



After a moment, he walked up to Mary. "Don't you just want to divorce me? I've already 
signed the agreement. Can you stop torturing yourself?!" 

Mary looked at him, finding it ironic and laughable. 

She lowered her gaze. "Ellis, aren't you the one torturing me?" 

Ellis was taken aback. 

Mary pointed toward the window. "The results are about to come out. You will see the 
truth for yourself soon!" 

Ellis felt restless, loosening his tie. 

"Hello, your test results are ready!" 

The half-hour was agonizing yet swift, and suddenly, the staff at the testing agency 
spoke up. 

Everyone immediately looked at the staff member. 

For a moment, no one dared to step forward to get the results. 

Ellis felt as if he was nailed to the spot, unable to move a step... 
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Mr. and Mrs. Olsen exchanged glances, then looked toward the group of reporters, and 
both let out a sigh. 

If the child wasn't Ellis's, the Olsen family would be disgraced. 

If the child were Ellis's, they would regret it immensely. 

So, either outcome was bound to be uncomfortable... 

While they were conflicted, Keira said, "Please tell us the results!" 

Her words made Ellis's heart skip a beat, and he subconsciously wanted to stop her... 

But then he heard the staff member say, " 



At this, the room fell into total silence. 

Ellis's eyes widened in disbelief, and he felt as if he was struck by lightning! 

He turned slowly to look at Mary in shock. 

Mary looked at him with teary eyes. "Ellis, you've killed your child!" 
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"What? The child is actually Mr. Ellis's!" " 

"Then what's the deal with Mr. Ellis's azoospermia report?" 

"Could it be a misdiagnosis?" 

"Don't tell me this organization has falsified the report?" 

"Impossible, we monitored the entire process, how could there be any falsification." 

The reporters' discussions were broadcast along with the live stream. 

Inside Jackson's hospital room. 

Austin and Jackson sat up abruptly upon hearing this news. Austin, incredulous, stared 
at the content on the news report and exclaimed angrily. 

"What's going on here? Isn't Ellis supposed to have azoospermia?" 

Jackson also frowned. "This matter can't be that 
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simple! Didn't we go ask the doctors after the azoospermia report came out? It was 
confirmed by them! There can't be any mistake." 

Envy and jealousy clouded Jackson's somber gaze. How could it be... 

He had thought that Ellis was just like him, a worthless man, but was he actually just 
playing him?! 

He clenched the bedsheets tightly, wishing he could tear them in half! 

Austin glared fiercely at the news as well. 

After a moment, he suddenly stood up. "Damn it! I know what's going on! The Olsen 
Group's shares have gone back up! I knew it! How could someone just randomly send 
me an azoospermia report? Turns out it was all a play staged by the Olsen family!" 

He was so angry that he paced back and forth. "This is infuriating, utterly infuriating!" 

After a few turns, he rushed out. "I can't swallow this insult! Have I paid those reporters 
all to serve as a PR event for the Olsen family? I'm going to find my mother and have 
her avenge me!" 
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Austin stormed out of the hospital room. 

435 

"Ellis, you have killed your own child!" 

This sentence echoed in Ellis's ears like a curse, making everything in front of him seem 
to wobble and become unreal. 

At that moment, he had only one thought.... 

He rushed up to the staff and grabbed the test report. Upon seeing the 99.99% on it, he 
even thought he might be seeing things. 

God knows how much he had wanted to have his own child with Mary and how many 
times he had dreamed of this moment. 

He pinched his own arm fiercely. 



It was real. 

He stood there in shock. 

He looked at Mary with a bewildered expression, his mouth opened as if to speak but 
when he met her resentful gaze, he stopped in his tracks. 

Everyone around was dumbfounded. 
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Wayne even stepped forward and asked, "How is this possible? Mr. Ellis, weren't you 
infertile? How could you have your own child?" 

Mr. and Mrs. Olsen stepped forward as well, snatching the test report simultaneously. 
After taking a glance, Mr. Olsen frowned and asked, "What's going on here? What did 
you just do to Mary in the car?!" 

Mrs. Olsen, on the other hand, turned to Mary and went straight to her, grabbing her 
hand. "Mary, we are sorry, we misunderstood you. Good child, how are you feeling 
now?" 

Mary held her belly, her face growing paler, and beads of sweat rolled slowly down her 
forehead. 

She slowly pushed Mrs. Olsen's hand away and stubbornly looked toward a corner. 

Mrs. Olsen then turned to Ellis. "Ellis, what did y to Mary?! Speak up quickly!" 

Ellis was completely stunned. 

He heard her words and then said, "I gave her abortion pills." 

"What?!" 
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Mrs. Olsen staggered for a moment before charging in front of him and, with a swing of 
her hand, slapped him across the face! 



"Smack!" 

Following the loud slap, swelling was visible on Ellis's cheek, showing just how hard 
Mrs. Olsen had hit him! 

"You bastard! Do you know what you did? You've committed murder! Even if that child 
isn't yours, you can't treat a pregnant woman like this! Ellis, what on earth were you 
thinking?" 

After scolding him, Mrs. Olsen immediately turned to Mary. "Mary, quickly, I'll take you 
to the hospital! We'll try, we'll try our best to keep this child safe... hurry..." 

Tears started rolling down her cheeks. 

If her son was infertile, then this child might have been Ellis's only son. 

The doctor had just mentioned the father-son relationship... 

Mrs. Olsen frantically tried to help Mary up, but Mary dodged aside once more, avoiding 
her grasp and instead looked toward the members of the Davis 
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family. 

By now, Mr. Davis and Mrs. Davis had straightened their backs again. 

Mrs. Davis said, "I told you, how could our Mary possibly do such a thing? This was a 
misunderstanding all along!" 

Following her, Mr. Davis nodded. "That's right, it was a misunderstanding, and now 
you've done this to Mary because of a misunderstanding. We, the Davis family, must 
have an explanation!" 

Ken frowned and looked at Ellis. "Ellis, what do you have to say for yourself?" 

Ellis was still in a daze. 

He felt as if his heart was being shredded. After his mother slapped him, he remained 
dazed. He looked at Mary as if he was a child who had done something wrong. 

There was a void in his heart. 



He knew that Mary would never forgive him... 

As expected, the next moment, Mary said, "I've just said it, from now on, the Davis 
family and I will have 
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no further relations!" 

She struggled to her feet, enduring the pain, and while others tried to approach, she 
pushed them all away, only staggering toward Mr. Davis and Mrs. Davis. 

Then, with a "thud," she knelt before them. 

Mrs. Davis was taken aback. "Mary, what are you doing? You need to take care of your 
health..XI know you're very sad about the loss of the child, but it's okay, if you can have 
one, you can have another... 

But Mary pushed her hand away again and bowed to both Mr. Davis d Mrs Davis before 
saying, "I've and repaid the debt of your raising me." 

Leaving these words behind, she slowly stood up. Then she turned to Keira, "Keera, 
let's go..." Keira immediately stepped forward to support her. 

Ellis moved a step forward in a panic. "Mary, where are you going? I'll take you to the 
hospital... I... 

"Don't!" 

Mary pushed away his attempt to help her and looked at him with red eyes. "Ellis, the 
young man I once 
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loved the most, died just now." 



She placed her hand on her abdomen. "I will not forgive the murderer of my son! You 
and I are done! Let's... get a divorce." 

After saying the last sentence, she held on to Keira's hand. "Keera, take me away." 
"Okay." 

Keira supported her as they left the institution. 

It was only after getting into the car that Mary allowed her tears to flow, her hand resting 
on her belly, "My child..." 

Keira sai calmly, "Don't cry, actually..." 
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Mary was genuinely distressed. 

The past few months had been too torturous for her. 

No one believed her. 

She had barely reached the three-month mark and was about to have an amniocentesis 
with Ellis when the reporters threw everything into chaos. 

She knew that they had provoked Ellis. 

That was why he had done such a thing... 

She could even understand Ellis's actions." 



But she couldn't forgive the harm he had done... 

Mary gave a bitter smile, feeling a heaviness in her lower abdomen. It had been two 
hours since she took that pill. 

Was her child about to say goodbye to her? 

As she was deep in thought, she suddenly heard Keira say, "Actually, your child is fine." 

Mary was stunned. "What?" 
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Then she scoffed sarcastically. "Keera, you don't have to comfort me. After taking 
abortion pills, even if the child isn't lost, it won't be healthy, so how could it be fine?" 

Keira coughed. "Well, I switched the abortion pills with vitamin tablets." 

Mary was dumbfounded. 

At that moment, Lewis walked over and explained. "I found out that Ellis had bought 
abortion pills, so I was extra cautious. I told Keera, and she found an opportunity to go 
home and switch the pills." 

Mary was flabbergasted. "How did you find out that Ellis was buying medicine?" 

Lewis paused slightly. 

Of course, Keira had forced him to have Ellis sign the divorce papers. 

Lewis initially didn't want to meddle in their affairs since it was a matter between 
husband and wife, but Keira pressed him hard, and he had no choice but to have 
someone check Ellis's whereabouts and then stumbled upon this matter. 
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Lewis coughed. "I saw it by accident." 

Mary, however, frowned. "But my stomach hurts." 

"That's a psychological effect." 

Keira bluntly pointed out the reason. 

Mary was speechless. 

Keira asked, "Do you feel any different now? Is the pain in your stomach gone, or is it 
better?" 

Mary focused on her belly and realized. "It is getting better." 

Keira then took her by the arm. "Alright, the choice is yours now. Do you want to tell 
Ellis this news or not?" 

After pondering for a moment, Mary finally lowered her gaze. "If I tell him, he probably 
won't want to divorce anymore. Better not to say anything." 

Mary didn't want to take advantage of Ellis. 

His distrust left her feeling weary in this marriage. 

She did want a divorce, especially just now-if not for Keira's intervention, he would have 
killed their child. 

She wasn't such a saint that she would forgive his 
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unharmed. 

Mary made up her mind and said, "I want to go somewhere no one knows me to get 
through my pregnancy and live properly." 

"Then go to the South residence," Keira said. "If you're alone in a strange place, I'll 
worry too." 



The real story behind Ellis's azoospermia needed to be investigated. 

If someone was targeting Ellis, then would they harm Mary upon learning that her child 
was fine? 

Keira felt that things were getting very complicated. 

She helped Mary and got into the car with Lewis. 

Lewis still played the driver role; this time, Keira sat in the backseat with Mary. 

On the road, Mary bowed her head and shed tears. 

Keira didn't know how to console her, so she just gently patted the back of her hand. 

After wiping her tears, Mary said, "Keera, I'm okay." 

Then she looked at Lewis, "Thank you for your help this time." 
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Lewis was about to politely say there was no need for thanks since he only meddled in 
her affairs out of consideration for "Keera". 

But unexpectedly, the next moment, he heard Mary say, "Keera, I think you should stay 
with this gigolo. I honestly feel Lewis, that second-marriage man, is unsuitable for you... 
His wife had just died, and he shamelessly went to the Olsen family to propose a 
marriage; he's not a good person." 

Lewis was speechless. 

He suddenly regretted helping Mary! 

The Gill family. 

Austin stormed into the house, heading straight for Lady Gill. 

"Mom, I was toyed with!" 



Lady Gill looked at him coldly. "You're stupid. Who else can you blame?" 

Austin threw his phone in front of her. "Look, it's a trap they set for me! It says Ellis has 
azoospermia, and I believed them! Now look!" 
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Pointing at the news playing on the TV, he raged. "The child is his, and the whole scene 
is a farce, which gives him the opportunity to introduce their new product. They even 
staged a whole scene, refusing to come out of a car that couldn't be smashed, acting as 
if the conflict were real, and their stock price shot up instantly!" 

Lady Gill also felt somewhat frustrated upon hearing this. 

Her face was cold as she looked straight at Austin. "I heard that Miss Keera approached 
our family for a partnership. She even had someone inquire about us previously, and 
although I don't know her motives, this partnership is not happening!" 

She angrily picked up Austin's phone. "And didn't you verify this report before releasing 
it?" 

When reminded of this, Austin felt even more aggrieved. "I did verify it! He happened to 
go for the tests at one of our hospitals. Could our doctors deceive me? Who would have 
known about this twist?!" 

Lady Gill immediately signaled the butler with a 
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glance. 

The butler went to investigate right away. 

Within five minutes, he returned. "The doctor, indeed, works for us. There's no mistake 
there." 

Austin was puzzled. "Then what's going on?" 



Lady Gill said with frustration, "The Olsens have their own hospital. Why would Ellis 
come to our hospital to run a test? The samples must have been switched! And he's 
been setting this trap for a whole month! What a cunning schemer!" 

Austin fumed. "The people of the Olsen family are so cunning! They look look like 
decent people, but look at what they've done!" 

Lady Gill sighed. 

She exited the text message, about to return the phone to Austin when fr a 

she suddenly caught a glimpse of an from an unknown upread message sender. It was 
actually sent by Nara. "Hello, I'm the owner of the jade piece. May I ask who this is?" 

Seeing this message, Lady Gill was taken aback. 

She quickly looked at Austin. "Why haven't you read 
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this message?!" 

Because Austin was very concerned about his sister's situation, the contact number left 
in the advertisement was Austin's. 

Austin was stunned, too, and immediately picked up the phone. "I've been busy dealing 
with the Olsen family stuff, so I missed a lot of messages. Could this be my sister?" 

Lady Gill urged him. "Make contact with this person!" 

Austin immediately nodded. "Right, it must be my sister! With today's advanced 
technology, there's no way someone would impersonate her!" a Comment 25 
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Nowadays, paternity verification requires DNA testing, so after their advertisement, few 
dared claim kinship without discernment." 

Some would give vague answers at most, claiming they had seen that jade somewhere. 

Regardless of its integrity, the Gill family would purchase all this information and then 
verify each one. 

To find the missing daughter, the entire Gill family had been focusing on the search. 
This time, Austin handled the confrontation with the Olsen family alone, resulting in 
numerous slip-ups. 

His two elder brothers didn't bother with these matters at all. 

Austin took down the phone number and immediately called the other party. 

The call soon went through, but then the other party hung up. 

Austin was stunned and looked at Lady Gill. Just as he was about to call again, the 
other party sent a 
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message. "May I ask who this is?" 

Austin immediately called the other party again. 

The call was hung up again. 

A message quickly followed. "I can't talk right now. 

Who is this?" 

Austin stomped his foot in frustration. "Why won't my sister answer the phone? It's so..." 



Lady Gill slapped him on the head. "Consider your sister's age. She should be in 
college by now. Perhaps she's in class and unable to answer her phone. Why don't you 
just send a text?" 

Only then did Austin realize this, and he immediat replied with a message. "Sister, I'm 
your brother!" 

At that moment, in the hospital. 

Nara was with her classmates, listening to their instructor. 

She was majoring in medicine and was currently in her senior year. The teacher had 
brought them to the hospital for an internship, and if she did well, they 
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would hire her after graduation. 

Nara was slightly taken aback when she saw the message on her phone. 

Then she lowered her gaze, her fingers trembling slightly. 

The other party had advertised ostentatiously and was obviously not short of money, so 
how could they have lost a daughter? 

Whether they abandoned her or not, she wanted to ask her family for clarification. 

Nara looked down at her phone, and another message arrived before she could send 
one. 

"Sister, where are you? I'll come to you!" 

Nara looked around and then replied to the message. am at XXX Hospital." 

The other party responded immediately. "Good, Mom and I will come right away. Don't 
go anywhere, just wait for us." 

Nara wanted to reply, but the instructor had already begun speaking, "You guys, you're 
in charge of patrolling the first floor. Nara and Harry will patrol the 
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third floor. Oh, and take note, the third floor houses the VIP wards, and you two have 
good temperaments, so you'll find it easier to interact with those patients!" 

Nara immediately nodded. 

Harry also promptly said, "No problem!" 

Once the two left for the third floor, someone asked in bewilderment, "Dr. Luton, why did 
you assign Nara to the third floor? The third floor is for VIP wards, and she's mute..." 

The teacher sighed, then lowered his gaze. "Don't ask about things that aren't your 
concern." 

"I see..." 

The teacher's look toward Nara was tinged with a hin of pity. 

Although Nara was mute, since she had no hearing problems, she attended a regular 
school where she excelled academically and was specially admitted by Dr. Luton. 

He had hoped she would become a promising student dedicated to scientific research, 
but somehow, she had offended the Gill family. 

449 
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Today, after learning that Nara was to intern here, Jackson ordered her to be in charge 
of his treatment. 

Dr. Luton wanted to intervene, but ultimately, he was no match for the power of money. 

The hospital belonged to the Gill family. What could Dr. Luton do? 

The doctor shook his head and could only silently pray for the poor Nara before walking 
away. 

Nara was still unaware of what she was about to face. 

She looked forward to going upstairs, and her classmate Harry even said, “Nara, you 
have to try harder. You are the best in your year, and you'll be able to stay and work 
here." 



Nara nodded firmly. 

She was finally about to graduate, and soon she'd be able to earn a salary to support 
her brother. 

For all these years, her brother had endured many humiliations to put her through 
school; soon, she would be able to help him! 

Nara thought of this as she went upstairs. 

The two interns went from room to room checking in 
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with patients to see if they had any needs. 

Harry whispered, "All these people have significant status; if we take good care of them, 
we'll definitely get hired by the hospita!" 

Nara nodded again. 

Then they entered room 306. 

As soon as she entered, Nara saw Jackson lying on the bed, staring at her with a dark 
gaze. Her heart skipped a beat, and she immediately turned to leave the room. 

"Stop!" 

Jackson's bellow made Nara halt. 

Confused, Harry was still unaware of what had happened and spoke with a smile, 
"Excuse me, are you not feeling well?" 

Jackson pointed to his wound. "I think my wound has burst open. Why don't you two 
take a look?" 

Harry immediately stepped forward, about to lift the blanket. "Okay, I'll take a look for 
you." 

In the eyes of a doctor there was no distinction of gender. 
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However, since the patients on this floor all have esteemed identities, a male and a 
female intern were specially assigned to help accommodate such situations. 

However, Jackson smiled and pointed at Nara. "I want her to do it." 

Harry was taken aback. 

Jackson then smiled darkly. "What's that wrong? Can't do it? Isn't it said that there is no 
gender in the eyes of a den doctor? If you interns can't handle this, what kind of doctors 
are you? You might as well just go home!" 

Nara clenched her fingers tight. Jackson then scolded, "Are you treating me or not? 

Nara jumped in fright, trembling all over. 

Then she swallowed, endured the humiliation, and moved closer to lift Jackson's 
blanket. 

The wound was bandaged securely, and she couldn't see any exposed flesh. 

Even if she could, it would be a bloody mess. 

In Nara's eyes, Jackson was simply another patient. 
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Jackson said, "Help me change the dressing!" 

Nara took a deep breath, nodded, and then slowly touched the location of his wound. 
The nexxmoment, Jackson kicked, hitting her directly in the chest. "You scum, why are 
you so rough? Do you want to kill me?" 

Nara stubled back several steps. She barely steadied herself and looked incredulously 
at Jackson. 

Then she took a piece of paper and a pen and began to write, "I didn't touch you at all!" 



Unfortunately, Jackson scoffed before she could finish writing. "What are you writing? 
Can't you speak? 

What kind of doctor are you if you' can't speak? Are you going to use gestures to 
communicate with patients in the future? Nara, I'll report you if you don't make me 
comfortable today! I'll make sure you never become a doctor in this lifetime!" 
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Nara's eyes widened, glaring venomously at Jackson. 

Her eyes were red, and she clenched her fingers tightly. 

After a long moment, she exhaled, crossed out the words she had just written, and then 
wrote, "What service do you need?" 

1 

Upon seeing these words, Jackson scoffed, "At least have the sense to know that 
flattering me is the only way you have a future!" 

you Jackson looked at the fruit plate, "Go wash these fruits for me, and cut them into 
pieces that are easy for me to eat. Also, remove all the orange pith for me. Not even a 
single thread can be left, I don't like eating that!" 

1 

Harry immediately said, "But this isn't something us intern doctors should be doing..." 

Jackson immediately scoffed. "You know you're an intern doctor? Don't you want to 
remove the 'intern' from your title?" 
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The bodyguard beside him said bluntly, "Do you even know who our young master is? 
He's the heir of the Gill family! This hospital belongs to them, and he can decide your 
fate with just one phone call! Better shut up quickly!" 



Harry immediately shut his mouth in panic. 

Jackson then pointed at Nara. "Are you going or not?" 

Nara's eyes reddened, but she still nodded firmly, picked up the fruit plate, and left the 
room. 

She wiped the tears from the corner of her eyes and went to the sink to wash the fruits. 

While she was washing them, a shocked voice suddenly came from beside her. "Nara?" 

Nara was startled, turned her head, and caught sight of Keira standing right beside her. 
Her eyes lit up, and she grabbed a piece of paper and a pen, ready to write and ask 
how she came to be there. 

It was as if Keira understood what she wanted to say. "I came here for something. Why 
are you here?" 

Keira was here, of course, because of Ellis's azoospermia report! 
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Ellis was perfectly capable of having children, with a high sperm activity level, yet why 
had all three hospitals issued a diagnosis of azoospermia? 

Keira had come to the hospital today to consult with the doctors about this matter. 

However, she didn't expect that the doctor who had examined Ellis had gone abroad the 
night before. 

She was somewhat disappointed and was about to leave when she unexpectedly saw a 
familiar figure. 

Nara wrote on a piece of paper, "I'm doing my internship here." 

Keira suddenly realized. "Is your major in medical studies?" 

Nara nodded her head. 

1 

Keira relaxed, about to say something more, when she suddenly realized they were on 
the same floor ast Jackson. She instantly furrowed her brows, asking, “Is Jackson 
making things difficult for you? Do you need me to arrange a transfer for you?" 



Nara immediately waved her hands. 

want to cause any more trouble for Miss 
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Olsen. The last time Miss Olsen had helped her retrieve her jade, she was already very 
grateful. 

Because of that piece of jade, she would be able to return to the Gill family... 

Thinking of this, her fingers moved to her neck, feeling the jade through her clothing. 

Seeing Nara shake her head, Keira was about to insist further when Austin and Lady 
Gill suddenly arrived. 

They were talking as they walked. 

Austin was saying, "Mom, my sister hasn't replied to my messages either. Which floor is 
she on? I had her phone located, it's on this floor, but which room is she actually in?". 

While speaking, Austin suddenly caught sight of Keira and Nara, his face instantly 
darkened, and he asked, "What are you doing here?!" 

Keira placed Nara behind her and retorted, "Why I'm here is none of your business. Or 
does this hospital have a sign that says members of the Olsen family aren't allowed to 
enter?" 

Austin sneered, "Then I really should put up a sign that 
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says that!" 

Keira furrowed her brow., "You run a hospital, yet you select patients?" 

"So what if we do? This hospital belongs to our family, and I make the rules!" 

Keira scoffed. "Then do you dare to say that to the public?" 

Austin choked, "You...!" 



Lady Gill gripped his arm, coldly looking at Keira. "Miss Olsen, you wouldn't happen to 
be carrying some kind of recording pen, would you? Did you provoke my son into saying 
something like that so that you can use it for a public relations stunt to retaliate against 
us?" 

Keira was almost rolling her eyes. "I'm not that unreasonable! I'm here to get to the 
bottom of what exactly happened with my elder brother's azoospermi report!" 

Austin grew furious. "What could have happened? What are you still pretending for? 
Isn't it just that your elder brother switched the samples, tested with sperm that had 
azoospermia, and then schemed against us? 

hospital's doctors give you a fake report?" 
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When Keira heard this, she frowned. "Are you suggesting the report given by your 
hospital's doctor is real?" 

"Of course, we run a hospital, not something else, how could we possibly hand out 
random reports to patients?!" 

Austin glared at her. "You want to mess with our hospital from this angle? Let me tell 
you, no chance!" 

Keira furrowed her brows again. "Then why did your doctor fly out of the country last 
night?" 

Austin was taken aback. "What are you talking about?" 

"I'm saying, the doctor who made the report for Ellis, suddenly flew out of the country 
last night! And when I call him, he doesn't answer at all!" 

Austin frowned. "It couldn't possibly be another one o your tricks, could it? 

I get it, you must have bribed then doctor, and then you're going to pin this whole thing 
on our family? Claiming our hospital is producing fake reports? Wow, the Olsen family is 
really ruthless and cunning!" 

Keira was speechless. 
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She twitched the corner of her mouth, "Do you have paranoia?" 

Austin was dumbfounded. 

Keira was almost rolling her eyes again but then she began. "Also, stop acting so self-
righteous here. If you were truly fair and just, then how could you have made life difficult 
for this little friend of mine?" 

She pulled Nara from behind her and pushed her in front of both of them. "You assigned 
her an internship on the third-floor just to satify Jackson, didn't you?" 

Austin curled his lip. "I don't have time for such petty things. Who would bother with ʼn 
someone so m insignificant? don't know where this girl came from, but you left Jackson 
in a wreck for her! Even if we did arrange it, so what if we want to get some 

satisfaction?" 

Just as Keira was about to say something, Lady Gill interrupted Austin. "Enough, stop 
this argument. Don't forget the important matter at hand.""" 

"Ah, right, the important matter!" 

Austin snapped back to reality; he was here to find his 
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What was he doing talking to Keira! 

He gave Keira a fierce glare, then scanned over Nara, his gaze meeting hers. 

Nara immediately panicked and looked away... 

Austin snorted and then took out his phone, once more located that number, and dialed 
it... 2 

  

 

 


